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ACQUISITION BASICS:
UNCONVENTIONAL OBSERVATIONS
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Status Quo Expansion Acquisition

Three Ways to Grow

Same products to same 
customers, growth 

through price increases

New products, new 
customers, or both, 

growth through 
increased volumes

New capabilities, 
brands, vendor 
relationships, 
geographies

Each wedge 
requires 

increased 
aptitude

4%-6%

12%-15%

20%-30%

Double in five years

Note: Illustrative percentages that will vary across markets and industries



• Inadequate planning
• Insufficient resources
• Weak or infrequent communication
• Misaligned incentives
• Buck-passing
• Uneven commitment levels
• Silent skepticism

• Failure to successfully leverage 
inherent operational excellence

• Dominance by finance and legal 
professionals

An Endeavor Fraught With Peril
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% of deals that fail to create value

Why?

A couple of observations

It’s possible that general strategic 
initiatives are just as likely to fail… 

but no one has done the study

These same issues keep us from 
being successful in everyday 

business

Solid operating skills lie at the 
heart of great acquisition 

programs
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Characteristics of the Winners
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Perspective: an operational endeavor, driven by the 

commitment and engagement of the team

Prioritization: the whole company understands what 

to focus on, and a sense of urgency is ubiquitous

Process: a project plan is made and followed, and 

communications rhythms are deliberate and consistent

Planning: every team member knows their role in the 

process, and no bridges are left to be crossed later



Two Models

Functional
Leads

Deal 
Team

Integration

Close

Due Diligence/
Negotiation/

Documentation

Origination

Deal 
Team

Functional
Leads

Integration

Close

Negotiation/
Doc

Valuation
Due 

Diligence
Integration
Planning

Origination

Leads to:
• More conservative assumptions (in general)
• Broader understanding of problems and more creative solutions
• Commitment of the team

PERSPECTIVE



Stretch

Coach

Celebrate

“This will be new to you, but I know you can do it”

“Let me see how you are coming on that product analysis”

“Try to use a more upbeat tone on these points”

“We’ve really seen Anita step up this week”

“I can’t believe what we got done together”

Define

Check in

Evaluate

“This is your team’s 
charter”

“What about customers 
who have not upgraded 
in a long time?”

“How else could we solve 
that?”

“How prepared are we?  
What could go wrong?”

Vision

“Drama”

So What?

“This will really put us on 
the map”

“The next six months will 
be the most important in 
our history”

“This will create new 
career paths and 
opportunities”

Deference for the Intangibles

Purpose Autonomy

Mastery

Commitment 
&

Engagement

PERSPECTIVE



A Matter of Focus
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Status Quo

• Team members spend most time “in the business”
• Also focus around the edges working “on the business”
• People run at sustainable, non-peak capacity

Acquisition – approach of the 70%

• Attention to integration focused after close
• Team never reaches peak capacity
• Attention to core business suffers
• Integration drags out a long time, and may never be 
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Acquisition – approach of the 30%

• Emphasis on detailed planning and preparation
• Other initiatives deliberately suspended
• Team members rally to exert maximum effort
• Aggressive timelines mitigate “limbo” for constituencies

Day to day tasks Special initiatives Acquisition integration Close

PRIORITIZATION



Detailed
Planning
• Tedious
• Unpopular
• Vital

Doing

Proper Planning Prevents Problems

“Plans are useless, 
but planning is 
indispensible”

-- Dwight Eisenhower
Firefighting

0% 50% 100%

Flexible

Broadly
Contemplated

PLANNING



Closing the Cracks

SAMPLE SLIDE
PROJECT TIMELINE

3

Week of

06/01 06/08 06/15

Close/day 1

Team notification and 

launch

06/22

Due diligence

GTM Framework 

Foundation Elements

Preparation

Sales and marketing 

motion launch

Continuity plan 

launch

Execution

Human Resources

Continuity plan

All other operations 

workflows

Recruiting Campaign

GTM Framework 

Implementation Plan

HR in-person meetings

06/29 06/06

Written 
Milestones & 
Ownership

Retention of key personnel during transitional phase

Knowledge transfer to long term team members

Avoidance of legal liability

Team

Key Outcomes

Goals

16

SAMPLE SLIDE:
HUMAN RESOURCES

• Appropriate and professional treatment for three 

sets of Compliance employees

– Retained: relocation to a new facility and on-

barding to Thomson Reuters

– Transitional: TSAs in place, goals and roles well 

understood

– Released: respectfully and with a minimum of 

disruption

• Among transitional employees

– Two month TSA for Document Specialists, billing 

and collections personnel

– Four month TSA for Product Support, Training

– Six month TSA for Software Development

• Long term team members capable of performing 

transitional employees’ roles

Team Lead, Team Lead

Team Name, Team Name, Team Name, 

Team Name, Team Name

CRITICAL WORKFLOW

Documented 
Deliverables & 
Accountability

Communication 
Rhythms 

Case Study

A buck-stopper to drive the 
process

Blocking and Tackling

We know that this is the way we 
should work.  But how 

consistently do we do it?

$0 $50 $100 $150

New

Previous

Base Increment True-up

• NYSE-listed company completes a $1.1BN 
acquisition

• Physical asset appraisal outsourced

• CAO allows project to slip, not completed 
until 5 quarters after close

• Reported results showed D&A level 30% 
higher than guidance

PROCESS



So What Does it Mean For You?

Should you consider 
acquisitions?

1. Get financing squared 
away

2. Come to a natural 
stopping place on 
major projects

3. Put the principles into 
practice

My organization has 
the first two 

“wedges” down

No

Yes

1. Use the “four P’s” to 
drive continual 
improvement in the 
core

2. Be judicious in how 
hard you push the 
second wedge

1. Identify the strategic 
initiatives with the 
lowest cost/risk and 
greatest benefit

2. Use the “four P’s” to 
guide implementation

Yes

No

I can tolerate some 
risk to drive growth
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